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Abstract Wireless multi-hop networks such as mobile ad-hoc (MANET) or wire-
less mesh networks (WMN) have attracted big research efforts during the last years
as they have huge potential in several areas such as military communications, fast
infrastructure replacement during emergency operations, extension of hotspots or
as an alternative communication system. Due to various reasons, such as charac-
teristics of wireless links, multi-hop forwarding operation, and mobility of nodes,
performance of traditional peer-to-peer applications is rather low in such networks.
In this book chapter, we provide a comprehensive and in-depth survey on recent re-
search on various approaches to provide peer-to-peer services in wireless multi-hop
networks. The causes and problems for low performance of traditional approaches
are discussed. Various representative alternative approaches to couple interactions
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between the peer-to-peer overlay and the network layer are examined and compared.
Some open questions are discussed to stimulate further research in this area.

1 Introduction

A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a collection of autonomous mobile nodes
that communicate using wireless links without support from any pre-existing in-
frastructure network. In such a multi-hop network, nodes operate as both end hosts
and routers, forwarding packets wirelessly towards other mobile nodes that may not
be within the direct transmission range of each other. MANETs are formed with
the key motivation that users can benefit from collaborations with each other. Wire-
less mesh networks (WMN) are comprised of a wireless mesh backbone formed
of quasi-stationary wireless mesh routers which wirelessly relay packets generated
by (mobile) mesh clients, that connect to the wireless mesh routers like to normal
access points. WMNs are emerging as an attractive infrastructure for next genera-
tion wireless access networks and they share many properties with MANETs such
as multi-hop forwarding. While MANETs typically operate standalone and more
autonomous, Internet access for MANETs and WMNs is desirable. Multi-hop net-
works such as MANETs or WMNs have been considered to support future ubiqui-
tous and pervasive computing scenarios, and therefore will be intrinsic part of the
future Internet.

Recently, applications based on the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) communication paradigm
are increasing in popularity. Examples are popular file-sharing applications (e.g.,
Kazaa [41], Gnutella [56]), upcoming P2PSIP solutions for Voice over IP, or P2P
video streaming that use P2P techniques to form an overlay on top of existing net-
works. P2P computing refers to technology that enables two or more peers to col-
laborate spontaneously in a network of equals (peers) by using appropriate infor-
mation and communication systems without the necessity for central coordination.
In that sense, P2P networks are overlay networks typically operated on infrastruc-
tured (wired) networks, such as the Internet. However, the P2P overlay network is
dynamic, where peers come and go (i.e., leave and join the group) for sharing files
and data through direct exchange. Such peer-to-peer communication paradigm will
be very important in wireless multi-hop networks as centralized servers might not
be available or located in the Internet. Therefore, P2P will be an interesting alter-
native for decentralizing services or making its own local resources available in the
multi-hop network to serve local user communities.

P2P overlay networks in the Internet and mobile ad-hoc networks share many
key characteristics such as self-organization and decentralization due to the com-
mon nature of their distributed components [33]. They also share a high degree of
dynamicity as nodes can join and leave the network at any given time. These com-
mon characteristics lead to further similarities between the two types of networks:
both have a frequently changing topology caused by nodes joining and leaving
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dynamically. Also in a MANET terminals are mobile and communication follows a
hop-by-hop connection establishment.

The common characteristics shared by P2P overlays and MANETs also dictate
that both networks are faced with the same fundamental challenge, that is, to provide
connectivity in a decentralized and dynamic environment. Thus, there exists a syn-
ergy between these two types of networks in terms of the design goals and principles
of their routing protocols and applications built on top: both P2P and MANET rout-
ing protocols and applications have to deal with dynamic network topologies due to
membership changes or mobility.

In addition, P2P overlays over the Internet rely on the IP routing infrastructure,
which is resource rich especially in terms of bandwidth availability. Mobile ad-hoc
networks, instead, are rather limited in bandwidth, and a high maintenance traffic, as
it is used currently in structured overlay networks, will lead to scalability problems
when legacy P2P services are used “as-is” in multi-hop environments. Thus, one of
the main issues is how to efficiently provide the same kind of P2P services imple-
mented in legacy wired networks in multi-hop networks, and how to enable efficient
overlay services and applications on the resource constrained wireless multi-hop
networks.

The common characteristics, challenges, and design goals between P2P over-
lays and mobile ad-hoc networks point to new research directions in wireless net-
working, that is, to exploit the synergies between P2P overlays and multi-hop
networks such as MANETs. There are several examples where knowledge on
interactions between P2P and MANET can either help to realize more efficient
P2P networks and services on top of multi-hop networks or will lead to the de-
sign of better and more scalable routing protocols [8, 24, 53, 70]. Understand-
ing such interactions will also help to clarify, what support from routing layer
shall be required for scalable operation of P2P on top of heterogeneous mobile
networks.

The remaining part of this chapter is then organized as follows. In Section 2,
we give a brief overview on structured and unstructured overlay networks. We
introduce wireless multi-hop networks and highlights key properties of wireless
operation and multi-hop forwarding. The challenges encountered while deploy-
ing P2P services in mobile ad-hoc networks are detailed in Section 3. Section 4
provides a detailed survey of related approaches including work on both unstruc-
tured (e.g., flooding based protocols, unstructured key lookup, and proactive search
routing) and structured (e.g., topology dependent and topology independent) P2P
overlays for MANETs. Recent studies, such as ORION [39], MPP [26], P2PSI
[31], ZP2P [38], VRR [8], SSR [24], CrossROAD [18], MADPastry [70], Mesh-
Chord [7], and Hashline [61] will be introduced. Additionally, the respective ad-
vantages and disadvantages are evaluated. Section 5 introduces important P2P
application scenarios for MANETs, such as decentralized name service (e.g., MAP-
NaS [71] and P2PNS [2]), overlay-based multicast (e.g., XScribe [19]), and
multimedia services (e.g., P2PSIP [20]). Finally, Section 6 concludes the
chapter.
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2 Overview on Peer-to-Peer and Ad-Hoc Networks

Wireless multi-hop networks feature several peculiar aspects which significantly dif-
ferentiate them from other wireless systems and pose serious technical challenges.
In this section, we highlight the main characteristics of these systems and discuss
some of their most challenging issues, i.e., wireless multi-hop communication, mo-
bility, and traffic routing in multi-hop networks.

2.1 Peer-to-Peer Overlay Networks

We begin however with a brief overview on peer-to-peer networks. There are nu-
merous peer-to-peer overlay networks proposed with very different architectures
and protocols. The architectures for P2P overlays can be categorized into two main
classes: unstructured P2P overlays and structured P2P overlays.

Unstructured overlays do not impose a rigid relation between the overlay topol-
ogy and where resources or their indices are stored. This has a number of advan-
tages like; easy implementation and simplicity, supporting dynamic environments
and keyword search (instead of exact match queries). But the major drawback
of such overlay is scalability problem. Search operation for a resource may take
a long time and consume network resources extensively, since most of the time
there is no relation between the name of resources and their locations. Depend-
ing on the degree of centralization, unstructured P2P overlays are usually classified
into three sub-categories: 1) hybrid decentralized overlays such as Napster, Pub-
lius, and Bittorent [45, 52] (Figs. 1a, 2) purely decentralized overlays such as ini-
tial version of Gnutella and Free Haven [56, 57] (Figs. 1b, 3) partially centralized
overlays such as Gnutella version 0.6, Fasttrack/Kazaa, Morpheus, Overnet/eDon-
key2000 [30, 41, 56] (Fig. 1c). In all categories, the resources (or services) are to-
tally distributed to peers and there is usually no relation between the locations of
resources and the network topology. But depending on the category, central or dis-
tributed indices, clustering, super-peer concept, caching and replication can be used
[1, 43].

A common feature provided by peer-to-peer overlay networks is a lookup ser-
vice (i.e., searching for resources) handling flat identifiers with an ordinary query-
response semantic. Such a service is often implemented using DHTs (Distributed
Hash Tables), such as CAN, Chord, Pastry, and Bamboo [54, 55, 58, 62] . Unlike
unstructured P2P networks with their random topology, DHTs impose a structure
on the overlay topology by no longer choosing routing table entries arbitrarily. In-
stead, routing table entries have to satisfy certain criteria depending on the respec-
tive DHTs. At the core of each DHT lies the ability to route a packet based on a key,
towards the node in the network that is currently responsible for the packet’s key.
This process is referred to as indirect or key-based routing. This structure enables
DHTs to introduce an upper bound on the number of overlay hops towards the node
currently responsible for the packet’s key. This upper bound is commonly O(logn),
with n being the number of nodes in the network. This bound is achieved through
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Fig. 1 Unstructured P2P overlays

routing strategies employed by the respective DHTs. Those strategies include reduc-
ing the Euclidean distance in the overlay ID space to the destination in each overlay
routing step (e.g., CAN [54]), halving the numerical distance to the destination in
each routing step (e.g., Chord [62]), or increasing the length of the matching pre-
fix/suffix between the current node’s overlay ID and the key in each overlay routing
step (e.g., Pastry [58] and Bamboo [55]). Although DHTs can route packets very
efficiently in comparison to unstructured P2P networks, they usually induce higher
overhead due to the need for maintenance traffic of their routing tables. The mainte-
nance traffic routine can be initiated by network change, such as in Chord and Pastry,
or within certain periodicity regardless of network status, such as in Bamboo. While
reactions to changes in the routing layer operate on very small timescale, reactions
to changes in overlay structure are not so fast. In [55], the approach to use periodic
updates has been shown to be beneficial during churn or in dynamic network, since
it does not cause management traffic bursts during congestion. As we will show
in Section 4, management traffic can impact network performance when applied to
bandwidth limited wireless environments. However, as argued by [25], DHT ap-
proaches outperform unstructured approaches when the number of nodes, the num-
ber of objects, or the query rate increases, since they do not introduce flooding in the
network.

2.2 Characteristics of Wireless Multi-hop and Mobility

Wireless multi-hop communication has many use cases, both in standalone deploy-
ments, but also to extend the reach of infrastructure, e.g., hotspots. Such wireless
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communication involving potentially multiple intermediate nodes poses several fun-
damental challenges, also stemming from hidden and exposed terminals resulting in
packet loss, and high and variable delay and thus low performance in general. Sev-
eral of these factors play a significant role in any wireless communication scenario.
However, as communication is extended to multiple hops, several new wireless is-
sues come into play. Single hop communication results in most cases in a single
collision and interference domain. In contrast, in multi-hop cases the roles of col-
lision and interference become more complex and depend on many factors such as
radio environment, modulation schemes, transmission power, or sensing ranges. As
a result, adjacent links and even links further separated, affect each other during
transmission and they might have to share the wireless channel. In single channel
networks, a two-hop configuration hence effectively halves the available bandwidth.
Other links still within interference range also might affect links further down a
multi-hop path, reducing the link bandwidth even further. Such behavior has many
subtle performance implications to higher layers such as TCP [32], which are not
visible in single hop networks.

To alleviate such problem, in WMNs mesh routers may be equipped with mul-
tiple radios (such as of-the-shelf 802.11a/b/g cards) to simultaneously transmit/re-
ceive over different orthogonal frequency channels. However, to fully exploit the
available resources, it is necessary to develop mechanisms to effectively assign
available channels to a limited number of radio interfaces per node. If a mesh is
rather unplanned or channel allocation is done poorly, interference might be quite
high leading to the same problems.

Another problem area is mobility of nodes, quite common to MANET scenar-
ios. as a result, the network might become disconnected for a long period or the
high mobility might lead to frequently changing communication paths. Such ef-
fects impose several challenges such as long delays, disrupted communications,
and intermittent connectivity to communication protocols. As a result, most higher
layer protocols such as TCP cease functioning or show dramatically low perfor-
mance. Therefore, commonly assumed communication design principles such as
the permanent availability of a dedicated end-to-end path have to be reconsidered
leading to new communication paradigms that are significantly more delay tolerant
than common approaches such as digital postal service through store-carry-forward
message delivery. This style of delivery carries information between intermittent
communication opportunities, and might be an attractive alternative of enabling
communication where it is otherwise impossible. Such communication paradigms
might also be useful for other contexts such as satellites networked into an inter-
planetary Internet [6] or postal service like data delivery into rural areas where
communication infrastructure is not available [13]. Instead of assuming an al-
ways on connection, communication entities rather carry information between inter-
mittent communication opportunities, leading to the opportunistic communication
paradigm.
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2.3 Traffic Routing in Multi-hop Networks

Routing is an essential function for Internet and also very important for wireless
multi-hop networks, e.g., MANETs. Indeed, while at the MAC and physical layer
it is commonly assumed that the IEEE 802.11 standard is adopted, a large number
of different proposals on traffic routing have been presented within the IETF (The
Internet Engineering Task Force) and are still under discussion.

Typically routing protocols in MANETs can be classified in flat and hierarchical
schemes. Flat routing protocols distribute information as needed to any network
node that can be reached or receive information. No effort is made to organize the
network or its traffic, only to discover the best route hop-by-hop to a destination by
any path. Hierarchical routing protocols, instead, group nodes together by function
into a hierarchy, e.g., if there are powerful nodes, they may be selected as backbone
routers, while lower powered node may be used for access purposes.

In the context of wireless ad-hoc and mesh networks, flat routing schemes have
been far more successful than hierarchical solutions, thus, below, we focus on flat
routing and review the most relevant schemes that have been proposed in the liter-
ature as well as those solutions that are mostly used in practical implementations.
On the other hand for more opportunistic communication style in delay tolerant net-
works, new type of more probabilistic routing protocols have been developed as the
main challenge is to cope with long periods of disconnection and opportunistically
exploit communication possibilities.

2.3.1 Topology-Based Schemes

The routing protocols falling in this category exploit information related to the net-
work topology. They can be further classified in (i) reactive protocols and (ii) proac-
tive protocols. Reactive schemes create routes only when required by a source node.
Once a route is established, it is maintained by a route maintenance procedure until
either the source does not need the route any longer or there is no available path in
the network. Examples of reactive solutions are the well known Ad-hoc On Demand
Distance Vector (AODV) [50] routing and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [34] pro-
tocols. In AODV, when a route to a new destination is needed, the node broadcasts
a RREQ (Route REQuest) message to find a route to the destination. A route can be
determined when the RREQ reaches either the destination itself, or an intermediate
node with a “fresh enough” route to the destination. A “fresh enough” route is a
valid route entry for the destination whose associated sequence number is at least
as great as that contained in the RREQ. The route is made available by unicasting
a RREP (Route REPly) back to the origination of the RREQ. Each node receiving
the request caches a route back to the originator of the request, so that the RREP
can be unicast from the destination along a path to that originator, or likewise from
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any intermediate node that is able to satisfy the request. While AODV builds and
maintains routing tables at every node, DSR obtains and encodes the source route in
each packet header to the destination. It follows that DSR leads to a greater overhead
with respect to AODV, although it can handle both unidirectional and bidirectional
links and allows nodes to store more than one route for each source-destination pair.

Proactive schemes, instead, attempt to continuously maintain consistent, up-to-
date routing information from each node to any other node in the network. As in
AODV, every node has one or more tables, which are used to store routing infor-
mation; upon topology changes, a node propagates update messages throughout
the network in order to maintain a consistent view. Hence, in highly dynamic net-
works the overhead of proactive approaches is significantly higher than with reactive
schemes, however when proactive solutions are applied, nodes always store routes
to any possible destination in the network. Among the most interesting proactive so-
lutions, there are the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [14] and BAT-
MAN (Better Approach to Mobile Ad-hoc Networking) [47], which deserve special
attention because, along with AODV, are the protocols typically used in practical
implementation of MANETs and mesh networks.

OLSR is a link-state routing protocol which exploits Hello and Topology Con-
trol (TC) messages to discover and then discriminate link state information through-
out the ad-hoc network. Individual nodes use this topology information to compute
next hop destinations for all nodes in the network using shortest hop forwarding
paths. More specifically, using Hello messages the OLSR protocol performs a dis-
tributed election of a set of multipoint distribution relays (MPRs), such that there
exists a path to each of its 2-hop neighbors via a node selected as an MPR. These
MPR nodes then source and forward TC messages which contain the MPR selec-
tors. Such approach has several benefits: the forwarding path for TC messages is not
shared among all nodes but varies depending on the source, only MPRs source TC
messages, and not all links of a node are advertised but only those which represent
MPR selections.

BATMAN has been specifically designed for wireless mesh networks. The ba-
sic idea is to divide the knowledge about the best end-to-end paths between nodes
in the mesh to all participating nodes. Each node perceives and maintains only the
information about the best next hop towards all other nodes. Thereby, the need for
a global knowledge about local topology changes becomes unnecessary. Addition-
ally, an event-based but flooding mechanism prevents the occurrence of contradict-
ing topology information and limits the amount of topology messages flooding the
mesh (thus minimizing overhead of control-traffic). Since it adopts a hop-by-hop
forwarding approach, BATMAN may be particularly suitable for networks whose
connectivity level is not very high.

2.3.2 Geographic-Based Routing

Geographic routing protocols do not require knowledge of the network topology but
rely on geographic position information, i.e., each node must be able to determine its
own location and the source has to be aware of the location of the destination [63].
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With this information, a message can be routed to the destination following differ-
ent approaches. Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [37] tries to bring the
message closer to the destination at each step, using only local information (greedy
forwarding). Additionally, in regions of the network where such a greedy path does
not exist, GPSR recovers by forwarding in perimeter mode. That is, a packet tra-
verses successively closer faces of a planar subgraph of the full radio network con-
nectivity graph until reaching a node closer to the destination, where greedy for-
warding resumes. Alternatively, one can consider another notion of progress toward
the destination, namely the minimum angle between neighbor and destination, as in
Compass Routing [40] which however is not loop free. Clealy, whenever the destina-
tion node is mobile, geographic routing may be highly inefficient and the exchange
of nodes location may lead to an exceedingly high overhead.

2.3.3 Probabilistic Routing

This approach has low complexity and is particularly suitable for networks with
spotty connectivity, i.e., the so-called opportunistic networks. The basic idea is that
context information, such as the users work address, the probability of physically
meeting with other users or visiting particular places, can be exploited to identify
suitable forwarders based on context information about the destination. Here, the
mobility of nodes is exploited to deliver information from one node to another when
they come into mutual communication range. Examples of protocols falling in this
category are the Probabilistic ROuting Protocol (PROPHET) [42] and MaxProp [5].
PROPHET is an evolution of the epidemic approach that introduces the concept
of delivery predictability. The delivery predictability is the probability for a node
to encounter a certain destination. The delivery predictability for a destination in-
creases when the node meets the destination, and decreases (according to an ageing
function) between meetings. Transitivity is also taken into account, i.e., if node X
frequently meets node Y, and node Y often meets node Z, then nodes X and Z have
high delivery predictability with respect to each other. Also, when two nodes X and
Y meet, they exchange their delivery predictability to destinations of the messages
they store in their buffers, and messages are transfered from, say, X to Y only if Y’s
delivery predictability is higher than the one of X. The same technique is used by
MaxProp, which, in addition, exploits information about frequently visited places.

3 Challenges of Deploying P2P Services in Mobile Ad-hoc
Networks

The suitability of MANETs for applications that rely on a P2P architecture for in-
formation exchange presents designers with several challenges. Indeed, not only do
mobile nodes require content delivery but they also act as content providers. Mobile
users are expected to offer data services in an effective manner, despite the scarcity
of bandwidth and the intermittent connectivity due to the highly-dynamic nature of
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MANETs. Below, we list some of the technical challenges in delivering information
to mobile users depending on a P2P organization.

Bandwidth Constraints
The challenge of introducing P2P concepts in multi-hop networks is that P2P

overlays designed for the wired Internet rely on the IP routing infrastructure, which
is resource rich especially in terms of bandwidth availability. As we have seen
in Section 2.2, mobile ad-hoc networks are however rather limited in bandwidth.
Therefore, a high maintenance traffic, e.g., as it is used currently in structured over-
lay networks, will lead to scalability problems when legacy P2P services are used
“as-is” in multi-hop environments. One of the main issues is therefore how to effi-
ciently provide the same kind of P2P services implemented in legacy wired networks
in multi-hop networks, and how to enable efficient overlay services and applications
on the resource constrained wireless environment. As it is presented in Section 4,
several approaches try to overcome such challenge by integrating, or applying cross-
layering techniques between the P2P and the MANET routing layer.

P2P Overlay Maintenance
Keeping the overlay routing table of each node up to date is one of the main tasks

of a DHT system. Efficient routing depends on routing information being current
and consistent. Invalid entries cause unnecessary overhead because of misrouted
messages and suboptimal routing. To avoid these inconsistencies, DHT protocols
employ maintenance mechanisms to keep the routing tables up to date. Typically,
nodes probe their neighboring nodes via periodic ping request and response mes-
sages to learn whether they are still available or not. In MANETs, such mainte-
nance traffic further contributes to congestion and collisions. As nodes mobility
might lead to topology changes in the MANET routing layer, there might be po-
tential for misrouted messages if the overlay routing and the MANET routing have
inconsistent topology information. Also, triggering such maintenance traffic during
network rerouting further contributes to network instability. To this end, cross-layer
and integrated approaches are applied by, for example, exploiting the network rout-
ing messages (such as CrossROAD [18]) or cache information (such as SSR [24])
in order to maintain the P2P overlay.

Network Resiliency
In P2P networks with structured overlay, DHTs are considered to be very resis-

tant against node failures. Backup and recovery mechanisms, that use distributed
redundant information, ensure that no information is lost if a node suddenly fails.
Depending on the subjacent DHT topology, the DHT experiences a reduced routing
performance until the recovery has finished.

When DHT protocols are used in an ad-hoc environment, resilience is as a very
important issue. The resilience of a DHT determines how much time may pass be-
fore expensive recovery mechanisms have to be evoked. As the quality of connec-
tions in ad-hoc networks is highly dependent on the environment and on the nodes
mobility, nodes may often become temporarily inaccessible. If the recovery process
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is started too early, an avoidable overhead is caused if the node becomes accessible
again. However, if the topological structure allows the DHT protocol to delay recov-
ery mechanisms without losing routing capability, these costly recovery measures
can be avoided and the maintenance costs of a DHT can be significantly reduced.
As an example described in Section 4.3.1, [12] studies a compromise made between
overlay management traffic in the overlay and network congestion to find a balance
between lookup efficiency and management traffic overhead.

The worst case scenario is represented by a network where long delays and dis-
rupted communications exist, as mentioned in Section 2.2. In this case, a node which
is partly available and unavailable over a longer period of time can stress the whole
network because of numerous join and leave procedures. Note that this scenario can
easily be provoked by node movement along the network perimeter and, clearly, re-
silience mechanisms are needed to counteract the negative effects of this condition.

Routing Stretch
Unlike the P2P overlay in the Internet, where the neighbor is directly reachable

using an underlying routing protocol, in the P2P overlay in MANETs scenario, con-
tacting the neighbor may require going through multiple (wireless) hops. For this
purpose, a pointer is maintained for every overlay’s neighbor as a path through the
network, consisting of a set of physical links from the node hosting the pointer to its
overlay’s neighbor.

When routing to a destination via DHTs, the node resorts to simple greedy rout-
ing: it selects the overlay’s neighbor that makes the most progress in the ID space,
and then forwards the packet along the pointer. Forwarding along this pointer can
be achieved either through a source route inserted by the sender (e.g., SSR [24]) or
through embedded state in the network in the form of incremental source routes to
the overlay neighbor (e.g., VRR [8]). Both techniques will be discussed later. When
the packet reaches the overlay-neighbor, it repeats the same greedy routing process
until the packet makes it all the way to the destination. Therefore, routing proceeds
at two levels: along the overlay from one overlay neighbor to another, and then
from one overlay neighbor to another along the pointer source route via hop-by-hop
through MANET routing protocols.

The ratio between the cost of selected route using the overlay-neighbor to the
optimal shortest path routing through the MANET is defined as the routing stretch
metric. Small routing stretch means that the selected route is efficient compared
to the shortest path route. This is a key quantitative measure of route quality used
by the P2P overlay, and affects global resource consumption, delay, and reliability.
Thus, minimizing routing stretch is a critical issue for a multi-hop environment as
both delay and packet loss increase significantly with the growth of the number of
hops in the physical path.

Exploiting Heterogeneity
Another important point while deploying P2P overlay is which nodes should

participate in the overlay given that not all nodes in a network may be overlay mem-
bers [73]. While typically nodes in an overlay are initially placed manually, nodes
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may also dynamically and automatically decide to join and make services available.
This issue may be especially important in multi-hop environments because overlay
participation may be dictated by topological location which might change over time.
Note, that other (e.g., physical) constraints may drive the decision to participate in
the overlay. For example, nodes with limited power may not wish to act as overlay
routers for other nodes.

Query Propagation
The propagation of query messages in the network is a critical aspect of the

information sharing mechanism in P2P networks. Indeed, there are two contrasting
requirements that arise in MANETs. On the one hand, queries for information must
be forwarded by relays until they reach nodes holding such information, and some
redundancy in forwarding is necessary to compensate for the unreliable nature of
broadcast transmission of queries (i.e., no acknowledgments). On the other hand,
congestion deriving from excessive spreading of queries and reply duplication must
be limited. The simplest solution for query propagation is, of course, plain flooding
of requests, but this is hardly viable in tightly-meshed, bandwidth-hungry wireless
networks where congestion is more than likely. More refined approaches, are among
others:

1. Limiting query range. The introduction of a query time to live (T T L) can shorten
the reach of broadcast queries. A balance should be stricken between small values
of T T L, which limit the success probability of a query, and query load.

2. Smart relaying. By forcing each relay to wait for a query lag time before re-
broadcasting the query, the propagation of a request can be halted if a node in
the neighborhood returns a response in the meantime (thus making any further
query propagation useless). Coupling the query lag time with a smart selection of
intermediate nodes for query rebroadcast may turn out to be very beneficial. As
shown in [46], the Preferred Group Broadcasting (PGB) limits the network load
through local, receiver-based decisions to rebroadcast a message. Intermediate
nodes still wait for a lag time before rebroadcasting, however its length depends
on the value of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) associated to the received mes-
sage.

3. Target selection. Steering the queries toward the right direction is, of course, the
main remedy against broadcast storms. Targeting a specific node that is known to
store the information can be exploited at the application level, by leveraging the
knowledge of the address and position of the last node encountered, which hap-
pened to cache the desired information. However, node targeting proves very in-
efficient in a MANET built by rapidly-moving nodes and running fast-dynamics
applications. For this reason, a better approach is targeting areas of the network
where the requested information is more likely to be cached, as proposed in [23].

Cooperative Content Caching
In purely decentralized overlays, a highly debated issue addresses the most ap-

propriate caching strategy in an environment where a cache-all-you-see approach is
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clearly unfeasible but where the availability of sought-after information from nearby
nodes is the key to success. This issue can be addressed through distributed caching
strategies where nodes may cache highly popular contents that pass by, or record
the data path and use it to redirect future requests [69]. Another viable solution is to
eliminate information replicas among neighboring nodes [28], which however may
require the nodes composing the MANET to coordinate their caching decisions. An
interesting aspect is also how to minimize data access cost when network nodes
have limited storage capacity. The scheme proposed in [64] makes use of cache ta-
bles that, in mobile networks, need to be maintained in a similar vein as routing
tables.

As is clear from the above discussion, solutions to cooperative caching in mobile
multi-hop networks, which are distributed and rely on lightweigth communication
protocols, are still to be found. Finally, when different copies of the same informa-
tion are injected in the network, maintaining cache consistency among the different
nodes becomes a critical issue [10, 29].

Information Distribution and Survival
A final, critical issue pertains to achieving a desired distribution of the informa-

tion within an area: regardless of how the information is distributed at the outset,
the system should be able to identify where the information should be stored in
the network area. In addition, a node storing the information acts as provider for
that information; of course, this role may exact a high toll from nodal resources in
terms of bandwidth or power consumption; it is advisable that the role of content
provider be handed over to neighboring nodes quite frequently, without altering the
information distribution. One or more nodes running out of power may affect the
distribution of information and disrupt the P2P structure. Therefore, regardless of
the initial information distribution, and of the density of nodes, information should
never be allowed to die out. Related to the information survival is the evaluation
of the minimum number of copies of a specific information that can satisfy users’
needs (i.e., in terms of information retrieval time or response rate).

Security
Deploying security mechanisms in P2P networks is quite difficult due to the char-

acteristics of P2P paradigm such as anonymity, decentralization, self-organization
and frequent disconnections. Security in P2P over mobile ad-hoc networks is even
more challenging due to node mobility and easy access to wireless channels. Most
security solutions require use of public keys for authentication, shared secret estab-
lishment, or integrity checking, and hence somehow depend on a public key infras-
tructure (PKI) [36].

PKI is needed by asymmetric cryptography to establish the validity of the pub-
lic keys. For this purpose, PKI stores digital certificates that attach a public key
to the name of its owner by the digital signature of a trusted third party called
the Certification Authority (CA). The management of certificates is a complex
duty that requests a substantial infrastructure, especially in large-scale applications.
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Integration of PKI and CAs, or a similar security infrastructure, into P2P over
MANET is a challenging task due to ad-hoc and infrastructureless nature of the
network and lack of centralized entities. Even in P2P networks with servers (hy-
brid centralized or partially centralized – see Section 2.1), these servers usually do
not fully control the peer behaviors as much as servers can do in a conventional
client-server model. Thus, the centralized architecture of PKI may introduce sev-
eral important problems that contradict with the important characteristics of the
P2P networks and MANETs. Additionally, PKI and security services may intro-
duce substantial amount of control traffic into the network, which means more load
to bandwidth-limited wireless channels of MANETs.

4 Overview of P2P Solutions for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

In the following, we present and discuss various approaches to improve performance
of peer-to-peer communication in wireless multi-hop networks, such as MANETs
or WMNs. As several proposals try to integrate different layers to reduce bad in-
teractions, we will first give an overview on different principles that guide the var-
ious integration and interaction possibilities, both in the area of unstructured (in
Section 4.2) and structured (in Section 4.3) though there may be some overlapping
similarities between the two.

4.1 Integration Principles Between P2P and MANET Routing
Layer

One of the main differences between P2P and MANET is related to the level where
they operate: P2P is essentially focused on building and maintaining overlay net-
work connections at the application level, while the main focus of MANET is to
provide multi-hop connectivity among wireless mobile nodes at the network level
[59]. Due to the characteristics of multi-hop communication and the low resource
availability in such networks, simply deploying a P2P overlay protocol as is on
top of MANET routing layer (as shown in Fig. 2a) might cause poor performance,
significant message overhead and redundancy in communication. The performance
penalties of such transparent layering are better detailed in Section 4.3.1, where a
packet level performance analysis of Bamboo over static multi-hop networks has
been conducted.

One alternative for avoiding bad interactions between those layers is the paradigm
of cross-layer design, as shown in Fig. 2b. Here, information from, for instance, the
routing or MAC layer is made available at the peer-to-peer layer or vice versa in
order to improve the performance. Various approaches implement different cross-
layer interactions, as detailed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. As a result, a cross-layered
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(a) Layered design (b) Cross-layered design (c) Integrated design

Fig. 2 Design choices of P2P and MANET integration

design could offer a significant performance improvement if compared to the simple
layered approach.

Another alternative to increase performance is to integrate peer-to-peer layer with
routing layer beyond the strict layering rule [15], as shown in Fig. 2c. Typically new
routing mechanisms (such as key-based routing) are developed, and try to imple-
ment peer-to-peer concepts in the routing layer itself. In the next sections we pro-
vide an overview of these approaches, by also trying to evaluate the key features of
each of them.

4.2 Unstructured P2P Networks for MANETs

Actually, several works on the convergence of peer-to-peer systems and mobile ad-
hoc networks have dealt with the straightforward implementation of unstructured
P2P overlays in MANETs. Those approaches combine ad-hoc routing and unstruc-
tured overlay flooding, usually using the route discovery mechanisms of the ad-hoc
routing protocol to locate the desired resource in the network.

One of the first documented system is 7DS [48], which attempts to enable P2P
resource sharing and information dissemination in mobile environments, been rather
a P2P architecture proposal than a practical application.

In [39], ORION aims at providing peer-to-peer services in a MANET, bring-
ing a general purpose distributed lookup service and enhancing file transmission
schemes to enable file sharing in MANETs. ORION applies the integration (Fig. 2c)
of Gnutella-style [56], flooding into the AODV [49] ad-hoc routing to locate re-
quested files in the network. With ORION, each node in the MANET has a local
repository containing the files that the node is sharing. When a node wants to locate
a certain file, it issues a query message that is broadcasted through the network.
Whenever a node receives such a query message, it sets up the reverse route to the
originator - just as AODV does with its route request (RREQ) packets - and retrans-
mits the query message to its physical neighbors. Furthermore, each intermediate
node checks its local repository for any files that match the description (e.g., file
name, key words, etc.) specified in the query message. If such files are found, the
node will send a response message containing the identifiers of all matching files
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back to the requester using the AODV-style reverse route. Each intermediate node
on the response path will also update its file information cache with the file iden-
tifiers contained in the response message and the provider (i.e., the sender of the
response message). After the requester has received a response, it will then send a
data request for the desired files to (one of) the provider(s) using the AODV-style
routes discovered during the search. The provider will then divide the requested file
into blocks and send data packets containing the various blocks of the requested file
back to the requester. The basis of ORION is AODV, and it concentrates only on file
sharing applications, providing an application layer routing protocol which causes
unnecessary overhead.

The MPP (Mobile Peer-to-Peer) protocol [26] is also proposed as a file sharing
system in MANETs. In contrast to ORION, MPP adapts the overlay structure to the
physical MANET structure via a cross-layer communication channel (Fig. 2b) be-
tween the MANET network layer and the P2P layer. The MPP protocol stack reuses
existing network protocols as much as possible. For node-to-node communication,
the protocol utilizes an enhanced version of the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
protocol [60]. More specifically, EDSR (Enhanced Dynamic Source Routing) com-
bines Gnutella-style flooding and DSR ad-hoc routing. For the transportation of
user data it uses HTTP over TCP. To connect the application layer protocol with
the network layer protocol (EDSR), the Mobile Peer Control Protocol (MPCP) is
used. The MPCP is the inter-layer communication channel between the application
and the network layer. Using the MPCP, the application can register itself in the
EDSR layer to initialize search requests and to process incoming search requests
from other nodes. It communicates to the corresponding protocol all incoming and
outgoing requests and responses, except the file exchange itself. Besides file sharing
applications, MPP also intends to provide location aware services.

In MPP, when a node wants to locate a desired file, it will issue a search request
that is flooded throughout the MANET, leveraging the EDSR route discovery pro-
cess. Whenever a node receives such a search request, it will communicate with
its application using the MPP protocol stack to see if the application can provide a
matching file. Each intermediate node adds its own node address to the search re-
quest to create a DSR-style route and retransmits the search request to its physical
neighbors. If the application can provide the requested file, a reply message will be
send back to the requester using the reverse path information as contained in the
search request. After the requester has received a reply, it will download the de-
sired file from the provider using HTTP. Responses to queries performed by MPP’s
nodes (and also ORION’s nodes), result in a network-wide broadcast of search re-
quests, giving a routing algorithm complexity of O(n) [21], where n is the number
of nodes. This is clearly a downside of both approaches as they might not scale to
both growing network sizes and increasing request rates.

Hoh et al. proposes in [31] a P2P file sharing system over MANETs based on
swarm intelligence, called P2PSI. Basically, it is an hybrid push-and-pull system
composed by two processes. In the advertisement process (push), each hotspot1

1 In [31], authors consider a quite large portion of peers to be free-riders, who only retrieve files
from others without making contributions to share files. Therefore nodes willing to share files
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periodically advertises a seed message containing digest information about files to
be shared within a limited area (e.g., as determined by the hop count). Every node
can independently make the decision on when to advertise and which files to adver-
tise to its neighbors, and such decision can be based on e.g., a ranking system to
maximize the number of report delivered [68]. In order to reduce seed message size,
Bloom filter technique [3] is applied as a method for summarizing the list of shared
files. Upon a node receives a seed message, it will cache this information. When
been queried, the node that has the cache of the file information will send a reply to
the querying node. In the discovery process (pull), the node willing to search for a
file, first checks if it has cached the desired file information. If not, the node deploy
query messages, forwarded at intermediate nodes based on their pheromone table, to
find the identity of the node holding the desired file. The pheromone table records
the pheromone intensity on each neighbor link, which denotes the probability of
routing a query message via that neighbor based on the number of hops traversed
by reply message.

According to [31], the search accuracy of a cross-layered approach, such as
P2PSI, is always higher than that of a layered one, as request success ratio decreases
at larger network sizes due to increased overhead for the layered approach. In order
to avoid such redundancy overhead between P2PSI file discovery and network route
discovery process, a cross-layered design (Fig. 2b) is used integrating P2PSI and
ARA (Ant-based routing) protocol [4]. The advantage of such design was experi-
mentally observed by implementing P2PSI in the ns-2 simulator and comparing it
against two cross-layered design service discovery protocols: CL dsr and CL dsdv
[65]. The results show that as the network size and node mobility increase, the re-
quest success ratio of the P2PSI outperforms CL dsr and CL dsdv. Indeed the per-
formance of request success ratio of CL dsr deteriorates as it utilizes flooding to
search for a file which becomes the performance bottleneck when the network size
grows. The same behavior emerges in CL dsdv since it fails to converge as the node
mobility increases.

In order to reduce the heavy overhead of always broadcasting search requests in
the MANET, zone-based protocols, such as ZP2P (Zone-based P2P by [38]) have
been proposed. ZP2P is based on the concept of local zones, determined by a fixed
hop-count. When a node is interested in a certain object, it will first check its lo-
cal cache to see whether any of its zone members can provide the desired object.
However, in case the requested object is not available in the node’s own zone, it will
initiate a bordercast of the request through its border nodes, i.e., to those of its zone
members that are exactly k hops away. In case a border node finds that there are no
members in its zone that could provide the requested object, it will continue the bor-
dercast by forwarding the request to its own border nodes. This process continues
until either a predefined TTL expires or the whole network has been searched.

By introducing the concept of local zones into the P2P search process, some of
the network-wide broadcasts may become unnecessary. However, whether or not a
requested file can be provided by nodes inside the requester’s own zone depends

are called hotspots and they are assumed to provide almost all popular files and some private
collections.
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entirely upon chance. Especially in larger networks, the cases where a request could
be satisfied locally can be expected to be rare [70]. Hence, the utility of local zones
will evidently not scale with growing network sizes. The propagation of requests
using bordercasts can lower the overall traffic as a certain number of inner nodes
might not have to forward the requests. Nonetheless, with growing network sizes,
the bordercast process will quickly encounter the same problems of a regular broad-
cast as the number of zones that need to be contacted also increases. Furthermore,
the efficacy of a bordercast depends entirely on factors such as the zone radius and
the node density inside the zones. In networks with low or medium node density,
it is likely that the routes from the center node of a zone to its border nodes will
involve most (if not all) of the inner nodes. Thus, in such networks, the border-
cast will closely resemble a regular broadcast, and the performance of ZP2P can
be expected to be worse than that of a regular broadcast, due to the additional con-
tinuous (update) advertisement messages that need to be exchanged. Although not
explicitly addressed in [38], nodes need to periodically re-issue their advertisements
to take into consideration the effects of node mobility on zone memberships. This
will cause ZP2P to generate additional traffic, with respect to a regular broadcast
application.

4.3 Structured P2P Networks for MANETs

The concept of DHT was first proposed by Plaxton [51] without the aim to ad-
dress P2P routing problems. But, it soon proved to be a useful substrate for large
distributed systems and a number of projects have been proposed to build Internet-
scale facilities leveraging the DHT concept. On the other hand, ad-hoc networks
gained great importance due to the increasing occurrence of scenarios which do not
have a centralized infrastructure. Whenever there is a need for a scalable data man-
agement without any infrastructure, the combination of ad-hoc network and DHT
technology seems to be a promising solution [33]. The questions, whether this is
beneficial, and how current solutions perform such combination will be discussed
in the following sections.

4.3.1 Transparent Layered DHT on Top of Broadcast Based Ad-hoc Routing
Protocol

Deploying a DHT directly on top of an existing broadcast based ad-hoc routing pro-
tocol does not require any changes to the routing or overlay layer. In that approach,
every file name and peer is hashed to a key by standard hash algorithms (e.g., SHA-
1 [22]). Every peer should maintain a small routing table of size O(logn), in which
each entry directs to an intermediate peer closer to the requested key. The peer
closest to the requested key knows the address of the actual peer storing the re-
quested file. In order to route to these intermediate peers, standard MANET routing
protocols are deployed which usually acquire topology information using broadcast,
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increasing the routing algorithm complexity to O(nlogn). As described by [21], this
is due to the fact that network routing protocols in MANET introduce complexity
of O(n) to find the route between every two peers, although there are only O(logn)
peers needed in the P2P overlay.

In order to maintain the correctness of each overlay routing table, peers need to
periodically communicate with each other through overlay management protocols.
These protocols should be triggered more frequently in MANETs due to mobility
and characteristics of the underlying physical networks. Otherwise, routing infor-
mation at the overlay might not be consistent. In [12], the performance of Bamboo
is evaluated in a static multi-hop environment common to ad-hoc networks. When
deploying Bamboo over MANET following a layered approach (Fig. 2a), the over-
lay network forms a virtual network in the application layer while the underlying
network is transparently managed by MANET routing protocols such as AODV.

Bamboo uses proactive management traffic in order to maintain the network
structure. Neighbor ping is generated by every node in order to make sure that the
node can still reach its one-hop neighbors in the overlay, and it is also used to main-
tain a RTT estimation for retransmission timeout calculations. Nodes also perform
leafset update by periodically choosing a random node from its leafset, and execute
a leafset push followed by a leafset pull. Bamboo considers that two nodes share the
same level when one node contains the other node in its routing table. Therefore,
the local routing table update is used to exchange the node information in that level.
Data storage updates are also performed in order to maintain the desired number of
replicas among the peers.

However it is expected that the proactive management maintenance introduced
by Bamboo increases network traffic, and consequently as the network grows, high
congestion will be experienced. In order to find a balance between management traf-
fic in the overlay and network congestion, three different configurations for Bamboo
management traffic were compared in [12]; “no” management, “standard” man-
agement (used by [55]), and “custom” management. Table 1 presents the param-
eters used by each configuration. The comparison carried tries to find a balance
between lookup efficiency and management traffic overhead. Too frequent manage-
ment traffic will lead to high overhead in multi-hop environments and thus lead to
network congestion. No management, on the other hand, will leads to low lookup
efficiency.

Simulations were performed using ns-2 over different scenarios, where the nodes
were positioned on a grid at a distance of 200m, with 250m of transmission range
and 500m of carrier sense range using two ray ground as radio propagation model.
The transmission rate is set to 11Mbps, and the basic rate to 1Mbps. The AODV-UU
routing protocol was adopted using default settings proposed by [66]. Simulations
were performed for 60 seconds without bootstrapping period. During the experi-
ments, every 2 seconds, each node generates a 500-byte PUT message with a random
key to store data in the overlay. All nodes also try to acquire random selected keys
that are located on other nodes generating a 32-byte GET message every 2 seconds.

Figure 3a presents the total Bamboo management overhead, which represents the
aggregation of the overlay management traffic including: neighbor ping, leafset up-
date, routing table update, and data storage update, for the three different scenarios.
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Table 1 Bamboo management timers (secs)

NO Standard Custom

Leafset update – 1 5
Local routing update – 5 10
Global routing update – 10 20
Data storage update – 2 6
Neighbor ping 0,5 0,5 0,5

As expected, the overhead introduced by Bamboo increases with number of nodes,
and is much higher for “standard” timeout settings compared to “no”, and “custom”
management. This is mainly due to the aggressiveness of periodic updates required
by Bamboo to monitor the status of other nodes in the overlay and update the over-
lay data structures. On the other hand, in the case of “no” management, each node
does not generate periodic updates, but neighbor ping is still performed in order to
maintain the leafset peers.

Figure 3b also illustrate the success rate behavior of Bamboo over the scenar-
ios chosen by [12]. As the number of nodes increases, network load increases and
success ratio decreases accordingly as illustrated in Fig. 3b. For example, in the 36
nodes grid, the success ratio is 61, 41 and 19%, respectively for “no”, “custom” and
“standard” management. The lower success ratio for higher number of nodes can be
explained by the higher percentage of management and routing overhead in order
to maintain the overlay structure, as shown in Fig. 3a. The ability to find the des-
tination nodes which are responsible for the specific keys degrades as management
overhead increases network contention. This results in higher number of resent and
dropped packets over the wireless links due to network congestion and consequently
problems in the routing layer, as shown in more details over the simulation results
presented in [12].

Other related publications, such as [17] which deploys Chord over MANET rout-
ing protocols, also indicate that simply deploying a standard MANET routing layer
does not scale with increasing number of clients, network size, and mobility. The
reasons are manifold such as the characteristics of multi-hop communication, the
consistency problem between the two routing layers, and the design assumptions
for MANET routing protocols which assume traffic characteristics unlike those of
structured overlay protocols.

4.3.2 Integrating DHT over the Network Layer

As illustrated in Section 4.3.1, the characteristics of the underlying ad-hoc network
protocol has great effect on the performance of the overlay as the DHT induces
a constant flow of control and query messages. An optimized interaction between
ad-hoc network and DHT is essential to create an efficient combination. There are
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several approaches proposed in the literature that try to exploit similarities between
ad-hoc network and DHT in order to integrate them in a system with higher per-
formance, by also reducing the overheads. The examined approaches analyzed here
are VRR [8], SSR [24], CrossROAD [18], MADPastry [70], MeshChord [7], and
Hashline [61].

Virtual Ring Routing (VRR) [8], proposed by Microsoft Research Centre, is a
networking routing protocol which pushes peer-to-peer concepts to the network
layer itself. Caesar et al. argue that VRR brings benefits when implemented over
MANETs, as it balances the load of managing hash-table keys across nodes, and
avoids flooding of routing messages through the network. Based on Pastry [58],
VRR organizes the nodes into a virtual ring ordered by their identifiers. Each node
maintains a small number of routing paths to its neighbors in the ring.

In VRR, node identifier are fixed, unique and location independent. To maintain
the integrity of the virtual ring with node and link failures, each node maintains
a virtual set (vset) of cardinality r (predecessor and successor nodes). The routing
path between a node and each of its virtual neighbors is called vset-path. The routing
table also maintains the physical neighbor set (pset) with the identifiers of the nodes
that it can directly communicate with at the link layer. Such information is gathered
through broadcast of hello messages periodically. The routing information for a
vset-path is also stored on the nodes along the paths. Then, a node maintains a
routing table with information about the vset-paths to its virtual neighbors, other
vset-paths that are routed through the node, and the pset of physical neighbors. As
described in [8], VRR requires rp + k routing table entries per node on the average,
where p is the average path length, and k is the number of physical neighbors. Since
node identifiers are random2 and location independent the virtual neighbors of a
node will be randomly distributed across the physical network. So, the probability
that a random node has a path to a random destination is O(rp/n). Therefore, a

2 VRR hashes the node current IP address in order to obtain the node identifiers.
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packet is expected to reach a node that has a vset-path to the destination after visiting
O(n/(rp)) nodes.

Unlike routing protocols that forward packets based on destination address, VRR
nodes route packets to destination identifiers (keys) by forwarding them to the next
hop towards the path endpoints whose identifier is numerically closest to the desti-
nation identifier from among all the endpoints in their routing table. An advantage
of such scheme is that these keys can identify application objects instead of just
VRR nodes. Control messages to set up new vset-paths are routed using existing
vset-paths avoiding the flooding on the network.

Scalable Source Routing protocol (SSR) [24] brings the same concept of VRR
while trying to integrate the P2P overlay into the network layer. But while VRR does
not assume any specific MANET routing protocol integration, SRR combines the
Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) [35] in the physical network with Chord
routing in the virtual ring formed by the address space. Fuhrmann states that SSR
trades off shortest path for a reduced amount of state information, leading to less
maintenance overhead. Therefore, besides the successor, SSR’s nodes store the ad-
dresses of O(logn) additional nodes at exponentially spaced distances to reduce the
average request path length from O(n) to O(logn), where n is the number of nodes
in the network.

Following the DSR concept, data packets of SSR contain a source address, a des-
tination address and a source route. However according to SSR design, the source
route does not have to span the entire path from the source to destination. When
the virtual ring has been established, SSR can route messages to any destination.
By constructing the route cache, each node contains source routes to the node’s
neighbors in the virtual ring. Beside that, the caches will contain source routes to
other destinations also. For example, all nodes that are part of a source route in the
cache can be viewed as potential destinations. When routing a packet, the respective
node chooses the (intermediate) destination from its cache that is physically clos-
est to itself and virtually closest to the final destination of the packet. It appends
the source route from its cache to the packet’s header. The nodes along this source
route can then forward the packet using the source route in the packet. This routing
step is repeated at all intermediate nodes and all subsequent destinations until the
packet has reached its final destination. If the virtual ring has been formed consis-
tently, this routing algorithm is guaranteed to succeed for any source and destination
pair.

To maintain the virtual ring consistency in SSR, all nodes must have valid source
routes to their respective virtual neighbors; e.g., its predecessor and successor in the
address ring. The nodes need also to have information about their physical neigh-
borhood, information which is gathered through a periodic beacon message (e.g.,
hello message). The state maintenance of the virtual ring continues until all nodes
have mutually correct virtual neighbors, in order to guarantee network convergence.
In order to reduce the routing stretch, SSR’s nodes use the source routes in their
routing caches to prune unnecessarily long source routes, e.g., routes contain cycles
or a shorter sub-path to one of the nodes in the source route is known (short cut).
However, as discussed by [70] the effectiveness of this source route pruning entirely
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depends upon the available cache entries and there are no guarantees as to how well
the source routes in the system can be pruned.

CrossROAD is proposed by [18] as a way to reduce communication overhead
introduced by Pastry when deployed over mobile ad-hoc networks. Different from
VRR and SSR integrated approaches, a cross-layered architecture defining inter-
actions between P2P and routing layers allows CrossROAD to exploit additional
information to optimize the overlay management. These interactions are handled
by the Network Status module (NeSt) [16], an external data sharing module, which
provides interfaces for cross-layer interactions throughout the protocol stack. Each
node running CrossROAD piggybacks advertisements of its presence in the overlay
into routing messages periodically sent by OLSR. Thus, each node in the network
becomes aware of the other peers in the overlay network. Then, each node in the
overlay maintains a routing table of size O(n). Since each node knows all nodes
taking part in the overlay, the sender of a specified message can directly identify the
closest destination for the selected key, and subsequently use the OLSR protocol
at the network layer to deliver the message through the shortest path (O(1) virtual
hops in the overlay).

Reference [18] states that such mechanism reduces the overhead required to build
and maintain DHTs in legacy systems such as Pastry, however at the cost of addi-
tional overhead in the OLSR layer. However, no remote connections are required
by CrossROAD to initialize the overlay routing table, neither in case of disconnec-
tion events or network partitioning. It directly exploits the network routing protocol
that collects topology changes periodically sending its LSU (Link State Update)
packets, and directly updates its own routing table and the related abstraction in the
NeSt. In this way CrossROAD becomes aware of topology changes with the same
delays of the routing protocol. Nevertheless, it is worth to mention the lack of re-
sults regarding scalability of CrossROAD to both growing network sizes and node
mobility.

In order to take physical location into consideration, MADPastry is proposed by
[70]. MADPastry integrates (Fig. 2c) the application layer Pastry and the reactive
ad-hoc routing protocol AODV. The concept of random landmark [67] is used to
create physical clusters where nodes share a common overlay ID prefix. Since there
are generally no stationary nodes available in MANETs, MADPastry works without
any fixed landmark nodes. Instead, it uses a set of landmark keys, which are sim-
ply overlay IDs that divide the overlay ID space into equal-sized segments. Nodes
associate themselves with the temporary landmark node that is currently closest to
them (e.g., as determined by the hop count) by adopting its overlay ID prefix. For
that purpose, temporary landmark nodes send out beacons periodically. These bea-
cons are broadcast and whenever a node overhears a landmark beacon, it stores the
current landmark node’s ID and the distance to it as given by the hop count of the
beacon. As broadcast imposes serious network burden, landmark beacons are only
propagated within the landmark’s own cluster, i.e., beacons are only forwarded by
nodes belonging to that cluster.

When a MADPastry’s node intends to advertise a resource, it will now insert the
resource descriptor under two different keys. The first key is the regular hash key (of
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the resource’s URI, etc.) inserted into the network. To obtain the second key under
which the resource descriptor is stored, the regular resource key is altered to make
sure the descriptor will be stored in the resource host’s own MADPastry cluster.
For this purpose, the resource key’s prefix is replaced with the host’s own cluster
prefix (current landmark node’s ID). Hence, intra-cluster communication can be ex-
pected to travel only short physical paths, as lookups process will try to find the
corresponding resource descriptor in its physical vicinity (local cluster members).
However such optimization might be useful for popular files or standard services
that are hosted by multiple nodes. Only if this local lookup provides no (appro-
priate) answer, will the request be forwarded as in a regular network-wide lookup.
Following this process, the first key remains fixed during the lifetime of a node,
while the second one can change depending on the node’s position in the physical
network.

To be able to route packets along the network, MADPastry nodes maintain three
different routing tables: a standard AODV routing table for physical routes from a
node to specific target nodes, as well as a stripped down Pastry routing table and
a standard leafset for indirect routing. Differently from Pastry routing table which
consist of log2b N rows, the stripped down Pastry routing table only needs to con-
tain log2b K rows, with K being the number of landmark keys. Using such approach,
MADPastry avoids the expensive Pastry routing table maintenance overhead, but
it deliberately sacrifices the O(logn) bound on the number of overlay hops during
a key lookup. MADPastry also perform a proactive routing table maintenance, by
periodic pinging its “left” and “right” leaf. According to Zahn, this is necessary to
guarantee overlay routing convergence. The remaining routing entries are gained by
overhearing data packets. Then, the accuracy of the Pastry routing tables and leafsets
largely depend on the number of packets that a MADPastry node receives or over-
hears. With the idea of proximity awareness using random landmarking, physical
clusters of nodes sharing a common overlay ID prefix are created, avoiding longer
overlay hops per lookup.

MeshChord, proposed by [7], is an specialization of Chord applied to wire-
less mesh networks, where the availability of a wireless infrastructure, and the
1-hop broadcast nature of wireless communication are taken into account while
performing key lookup. In MeshChord, routers are assumed to be stationary, but
they can be switched on/off during network lifetime. If a client in the mesh net-
work wants to find a certain resource, it sends a key lookup message to its ref-
erence mesh router (a mesh router within its transmission range). The reference
router forwards the resource request in the DHT overlay according to the rules
specified by the Chord protocol, until the resource query can be answered. As in
Chord, in a n-node system, each MeshChord’s node maintains information about
only O(logn) other nodes, and resolves lookups via O(logn) messages to other
nodes.

MeshChord explores location awareness by assigning IDs to peers according
to their coordinates, accomplished by, for example, the use of GPS receivers. Be-
sides that, MeshChord also takes advantages of 1-hop broadcast communication by
overhearing lookup request packets in order to speed up lookup operation. Then,
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by overhearing a lookup request at the MAC layer, a node can reply to it if the
requested ID is comprised between its ID and the ID of its predecessor in the unit
ring.

It is worth observing in [7] that location awareness tends to decrease the lookup
operations under dynamic network conditions. In fact, location-aware ID assign-
ment tends to rule out the possibility of having close-by peers in the physical net-
work which are far-away in the overlay (e.g., in Chord, possibly corresponding to
the last fingers in the finger table). However, MeshChord achieves a considerable
reduction in message overhead, and improvement in query response time while uti-
lizing location awareness and overhearing strategies.

Hashline [61], a DHT-based file sharing system for wireless ad-hoc networks,
also integrates the P2P query functionality with the network routing. Hashline is
able to answer location queries and also discover and maintain routing information
that is used to transfer files from a source peer to another peer. In this way, it enables
the proposed P2P file sharing system to run on an ad-hoc collection of wireless
nodes without requiring a separate MANET routing protocol at the network layer.

The basic idea in Hashline is the adaptation of the CAN [54] P2P routing pro-
tocol. Unlike CAN, however, [61] uses a one-dimensional space, called hashline,
into which keys and node IDs are mapped. The hashline is divided hierarchically
into segments so that each node is responsible from one segment. The values (loca-
tion information) of the keys falling into a segment are stored in the corresponding
node responsible for that segment. The relationship between segments can be con-
sidered as a tree consisting of parents and children, so that the hashline segment of
a parent spans the hashline segments of all its children.

In [61], when a node would like to find the location of a file with key k, the node
forwards the query to one of its children if k falls into the hashline segment of one
of the children. Otherwise the query is forwarded to the parent. Hence a tree based
routing is used. At the end, the node that is responsible for the hashline segment
including the key receives the query. That node knows the location of the file and
also the route to that location. It answers the query together with the location and
route information. The requester can then download the file from that location using
the learned route. Hence the download operation does not require a different routing
protocol to find the route to the location where the file is stored. In this way, queries
and downloaded files are efficiently routed in the network. However, the operations
performed to keep the tree-based routing state up-to-date when a node leaves or joins
are quite costly. Hence the proposed protocol is suitable for low mobility wireless
networks. As described by [61], the number of routing table entries mantained by
each Hashline’s node is at most k, where k is the number of of physical neighbors.

4.4 Summary and Comparison of the Solutions

As seen, a number of different approaches exist that could potentially be used as
building blocks for large scale distributed network applications in multi-hop net-
works, such as MANETs or Mesh Networks. The varying characteristics of the
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presented approaches sometimes make it difficult to compare them directly against
each other. Therefore, Table 2 intends to assess the different approaches accord-
ing to:

• Fusion with Underlay: integration principle between P2P and MANET interac-
tions;

• P2P overlay protocol: inspired P2P protocol;
• Routing Algorithm: routing algorithm deployed at the network layer;
• Overlay Adaptation: overlay topology reaction to network change;
• Periodic management: periodic management information exchanged among peer

nodes at the overlay layer ;
• Location Awareness: use of location information to construct the overlay;
• Proposed Applicability: proposed applicability and use cases considered;
• Prototype Implementation: prototype implementation availability.

It is interesting to analyze that all unstructured approaches utilize a Gnutella-like
protocol. Structured approaches are mainly based on Chord and Pastry (as Bamboo
is inspired by Pastry). Regarding routing algorithms, most approaches studied rely
on reactive routing protocols, such as AODV, DSR, and ARA. Proactive routing
algorithms, such as CrossROAD, appear to be very expensive in terms of resource
usage and routing table maintenance traffic injected into the network.

The cross-layered or integrated design (Fig. 2b, c) of unstructured P2P overlays
and ad-hoc routing is an intuitive and simple solution for the discovery of objects
in MANETs. It is a straightforward approach as the changes and enhancements to
the underlying ad-hoc routing protocols are minimal since, for example, reactive
MANET routing protocols already have the capability of broadcasting requests and
directly replying to the requester. However, first and foremost, the obvious disadvan-
tage of such approaches is their poor scalability when network size grows. The main
reason is that network-wide broadcast of search requests scales to neither growing
network sizes nor increasing request rates. P2PSI and ZP2P try to scale to large
MANETs under mobility by applying ant colony behavior and zone-based broad-
casting, respectively.

Despite Bamboo/AODV, the DHT-based protocols avoid duplicated overhead
through integration or cross-layering design. They also try to avoid broadcast-
ing whenever possible, and optimize their DHT entries by overhearing packets.
A significant difference among these systems is the use of location aware infor-
mation by MADPastry and MeshChord, compared to the other DHT-based pro-
tocols. MADPastry exploits the concept of random landmarking to create overlay
clusters, while MeshChord assumes that nodes are stationary, have their own po-
sition information available, and uses MAC layer overhearing to reduce search
latency. Furthermore, since reply and file transfer messages are unicasted for all
unstructured and structured approaches, their reliability depends entirely on the
scalability and performance of the chosen (reactive or proactive) ad-hoc routing
protocol.
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5 P2P Application Scenarios for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

The P2P solutions presented in the previous Section provide ways to deploy effi-
cient distributed resources in MANETs using flooding, or key-based routing. These
solutions are important building blocks to realize P2P applications in MANETs.
In this section, we detail their use in important applications and services such as
decentralized name service, overlay-based multicast, and multimedia services.

5.1 Decentralized Name Service

Nearly all Internet applications use persistent, human-readable names for users,
hosts, and services. In the current Internet, this is done using the the Domain Name
System (DNS), which is a centralized, distributed system with a single root of trust.

In peer-to-peer systems such as P2PSIP [20], it is useful to have human-readable,
user-friendly names, but a centralized naming service is an undesirable choke point.
It is difficult to implement a centralized service in a MANET, therefore it is inter-
esting to decentralize service using P2P concepts.

As an example, MAPNaS, a decentralized name service for MANETs, is pro-
posed by [71] in order to identify a resource (e.g., a file, a service, etc) by a unique
resource key that is mapped into the logical DHT space. Due to the lack of a fixed
network topology, there are no dedicated resource directory servers. Instead, every
node functions both as a resource host (e.g., of its own files and services) and as a
resource directory for certain remote resources.

While mobile devices often have limited hardware and maybe storage capabil-
ities, the design goal of MAPNaS is to keep the architecture simple, where nodes
store the resource descriptors (the resource key along with the specific network ad-
dress of the resource) they are responsible for in their local MAPNaS repository.
Furthermore, every node advertises which resources it is willing to share through
MAPNaS. When a node in the network wants to make a local resource (e.g., a ser-
vice, a file, etc.) available to other nodes in the network, it assigns a hash key to that
resource, e.g., by hashing the resource’s URI. Using that key, the node will then con-
struct a resource descriptor consisting of the resource key and the physical network
address (e.g., IP address) of the resource provider (in this case, the node address).
Using the DHT, the descriptor is routed to the node currently responsible for the
resource key. That recipient node will then store the resource descriptor in its local
repository.

Resource discovery with MAPNaS works similarly to the resource advertise-
ment process. First a lookup request is sent to the node currently responsible for
the hash key of the resource’s identifier. Then, the eventual destination node will
check its local repository and send back the matching resource descriptor (or mul-
tiple descriptors in case several nodes are hosting the same resource). As the DHT
in MAPNaS is realized through MADPastry [72], location replications of resource
descriptors are restricted to MADPastry’s clusters.
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In traditional SIP networks the main task of a SIP server is to resolve an Ad-
dress of Record (AoR) to the current IP address (Contact URI) of a user. This name
resolution usually depends on Domain Name Server (DNS). P2PNS [2] presents a
distributed name service using DHT to resolve AoRs to Contact URIs without rely-
ing on DNS and central SIP servers. Apart from this decentralized name resolution
the call setup is based on the standard SIP protocol. In P2PNS there is a separation
between the overlay layer (key-based routing), the data storage layer (distributed
hash table), the name resolution layer (P2PNS Cache) and the protocols, that utilize
the name service (like SIP or DNS). Hence, the specification of the key-based rout-
ing protocol is independent of P2PNS, and key-based routing solutions discussed
earlier could be easily applied in the MANET environment.

The P2PNS architecture comprises a name resolution and caching layer (P2PNS
Cache) on top of an overlay which provides key-based routing and DHT services.
In P2PNS, a two-stage name resolution mechanism is proposed to efficiently han-
dle frequent IP address changes. A user chooses an arbitrary name as AoR (e.g.,
name@p2pname.org). Then a mapping from the selected AoR to the corresponding
nodeID 3 is stored in the DHT. In this case the name resolution layer first queries the
DHT for the nodeID (given the user’s AoR) of the destination node and in a second
step resolves this nodeID to the current IP address of nodes.

5.2 Overlay-Based Multicast

Overlay-based multicast is one option to implement multicast at the P2P layer. Usu-
ally, multicast protocols are classified as operating at the network layer, like routing
protocols, or at the application layer, where “application” denotes all possible layers
above the transport. Overlay-based multicast runs only at nodes involved in the re-
lated application, and it just requires standard unicast support from the routing level.
There are basically two approaches: (1) structured approach and (2) unstructured
approach. In the structured approach, a multicast routing structure, like a tree, is es-
tablished at the overlay level. Hence parent-child relationships are defined between
peers making up the tree and the packets are forwarded over these peers towards the
receiver peers which are also part of the overlay tree. In the unstructured approach,
no such structure is established and used. Instead the sender has to know which re-
ceivers are interested in the packets and sends them to each receiver using a different
mechanism, such as unicasting the same packet to each receiver. This requires the
sender to know the potential receivers of the multicast data, which can be achieved
through a multicast group membership protocol.

Applying existing P2P multicasting solutions developed for wired and infrastruc-
ture-based networks to MANETs will not work efficiently due to various reasons

3 Every peer chooses once a 160 bits nodeID for joining the overlay. This nodeID is retained even if
the peer changes its IP address or leaves the overlay from time to time. The DHT allows to resolve
the nodeID to the current IP address of a peer.
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discussed before. Therefore, existing solutions must be adapted or new solutions
must be developed.

XScribe [19] is an structured P2P multicasting protocol for ad-hoc networks. It
is based on the well known P2P multicasting protocol Scribe [11], which was devel-
oped for wired P2P networks. XScribe can be used to implement various multicas-
ting services and works together with CrossROAD in order to obtain the network
topology.

In XScribe, the sender is required to know receivers of a multicast group using
a membership management protocol. The sender obtains this knowledge using a
cross-layer approach, where each multicast receiver sends its bitmask (indicating
which groups it is interested in) embedded into the CrossROAD routing packets.
When the sender has a packet to sent to a group/topic (hence to the receivers that are
interested in that topic), the sender directly sends the packet to each receiver using
the CrossROAD DHT overlay. Therefore, the packet is unicasted to each receiver
without the need to setup a tree or any other multicasting structure before sending
data.

Even though this seems to be inefficient, simulation results in ad-hoc networks
show that XScribe performs better compared to deploying the original Scribe proto-
col over MANETs with standard routing due to the reduced routing stretch between
peer nodes in the overlay structure.

5.3 Multimedia Services

In P2P file sharing applications, the main concern is to locate files to a given query.
Once located, the user can decide to download the file, which then is downloaded
out-of-band (i.e., not through the P2P overlay itself, but through the underlying
networking and transport mechanisms). Hence for file and resource sharing P2P
applications, data transport is not the main concern.

For P2P multimedia services, however, the situation is different. For non-realtime
media, the media is typically located, downloaded and then played back from the
local disk, in contrast media streaming provides faster response time at less client
storage. Media streaming, however, requires a different type service provisioning
and transport from the underlying network. Certain amount of network resource
such as high bandwidth and controlled delay. To guaranteed smooth delivery admis-
sion control [9] needs to be implemented in order to provide real time streaming,
which requires also tight control and end-to-end delay.

Providing P2P media services over ad-hoc networks is challenging due to the
characteristics of multi-hop forwarding and the wireless medium (see Section 2.2.
On the one hand, if some peers become hot-spots as media uploaders, the upload
capacity of peers may be much more restrictive than the upload capacity of media
servers located on the Internet; as thse peers are usually connected via bandwidth-
constrained wireless links. On the other hand, if the load is evenly distributed among
peers, serving the media content from lots of peers provides scalability and can
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increase system throughput. Another issue is that the connection between an up-
loading peer and a downloading peer may not be stable during the duration of the
streaming session, due to node mobility or peer disconnections [27]. Additionally
the download path that is going over multiple peers may cause additional delay and
increased jitter.

P2P streaming can utilize multiple peers as the sources of the same media file.
As a result, if there are N such source peers, then each one will require R/N upload
capacity where R is the streaming rate. Additionally, a peer that has downloaded
the content may start serving the content to other peers, in this way increasing the
number of serving peers.

The characteristics of wireless multi-hop networks require modifications of ex-
isting P2P media applications to run efficiently. For example, in [44], the authors
propose a new set of criterias and methods to select super-peers in a P2P network
providing IP telephony service. For ad-hoc networks, the selection criteria depend
not only on the CPU, memory and storage capabilities of candidate super-peers, but
also on the location of super-peers, their accessibility and their distance to other
super-peers.

6 Summary

In this chapter, we have investigated the opportunities and challenges of the ap-
plication of peer-to-peer concepts to mobile ad-hoc networks. An overview of P2P
overlay networks shows that unstructured P2P systems do not impose a rigid relation
between the overlay topology and resource locations, representing an easy imple-
mentation for dynamic environments such as MANETs. DHTs impose a structure
on the overlay topology by satisfying certain criteria depending on the respective
DHTs. An overview of mobile ad-hoc networks characteristics shows that mobile
ad-hoc networks impose several problems in terms of wireless multi-hop character-
istics leading to high and varying packet loss and delay, caused by collisions and in-
terference among nodes. Future challenges such as disrupted communications, and
intermittent connectivity in these scenarios are also envisioned. Most of the relevant
schemes of MANET routing protocols are also briefly presented, giving focus on
flat routing approaches such as topology-based, geographic-based, and probabilistic
routing.

Although there is an inherent similarity, common peer-to-peer systems must be
modified in many ways to enable their use in ad-hoc networks. Several approaches
improve the performance of unstructured and structured P2P communication in
wireless multi-hop networks. Meanwhile, different principles, such as layered, inte-
grated and cross-layered design, guide to different integration and interaction possi-
bilities between the peer-to-peer layer and the network layer. According to the simu-
lation results, the deployment of a P2P protocol as is on top of ad-hoc routing layer
cause significant message overhead and redundancy in communication. Thus, the
integrated and cross-layered designs for unstructured P2P are shown to be intuitive
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and simple as modifications to the ad-hoc routing protocols are minimal. However,
the network-wide broadcast of ad-hoc routing due to search requests (reactive) or
topology change (proactive) does not scale to neither growing network sizes nor net-
work mobility. In order to overcome that, some proposals push the DHT concept to
the ad-hoc routing layer, enabling key-based routing for MANETs. Moreover, some
of them explicitly considers physical locality in order to construct the overlay, while
trying to keep minimum overhead.

As peer-to-peer applications gain greater importance in the infrastructure Inter-
net, efficient porting of such applications to wireless scenarios is also discussed.
Therefore, the solutions presented in Session V pave the way to the deployment of
distributed applications such as decentralized name service, overlay-based multi-
cast, multimedia service, and several other possibilities.
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